Eternal Spirituality: An Outstanding Aspect of Iranian Islamic Traditional Medicine

Abstract

Today, spirituality is considered as an impartible, determinant section of medicine without which the health is not achieved. Although it is paid attention in research-based literature of modern current medicine, actually there is no considerable favor toward it among clinical practitioners. In contrast to modern medicine according which spirituality is confined to “what gives meaning to life and provides pleasure”, Iranian-Islamic traditional medicine (IITM) introduces an eternal comprehensive pattern of spirituality involving both therapist and patient and their interaction with each other and with Lord too. According to Islamic doctrine, spirituality is attributed to relation between the human and Lord, and human spirit has several dignities among which “soul of faith” is the highest one among usual faithful people. A therapeutic intervention has majority efficacy when therapist is in a high dignity of spiritual state. Physician can also promote the moral state of patient by an efficient spiritual interacting. Moreover, it is considered a substantial therapeutic efficacy for a compassionate relation between therapist and patient based on religious, spiritual beliefs. Spiritual state of a patient has also a significant effect on his/her treatment, recovery, and well-being in favor of which have been done a main body of medical research. Apparently, we can reach to more favorite medical outcomes by observing the IITM recommendations toward spirituality.
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Introduction

Nowadays, the role of spirituality in human health has been determined. So there are a growing body of literature to highlight the significance of spiritual beliefs among patients in preparing the best life quality and efficient medical care [1-4]. According to some studies, there is an embrace of religion and spirituality in medical care, so without considering them, we cannot offer an efficient comprehensive medical care to the patients [5,6]. Meanwhile, for a long time any discussions on spirituality and religion had been considered unsuitable in the medical education and practice [7]. It is due to the materialistic philosophy of the modern medicine which could be traced to Rene Descartes, a seventeenth-century philosopher who believed the dominance of mechanical laws on the world processes without any meaning and purpose [8].

Today, with disclosure of the determinant role of spirituality in medicine, some courses on spirituality and medicine are offered in more than 70 medical schools in the United States [9,10]. In such courses, many aspects of spirituality are educated to students with concentration on the clinical incorporation of these subjects into pregnancy and childbirth, chronic pain, psychiatric illness, addiction and dependency disorders, disability, and care of the dying [7]. Meanwhile, according to current modern medicine, physicians are trained to be objective scientists and it has been ignored the actual art of the medicine as a compassionate, caring profession [11].

Iranian Islamic Traditional Medicine (IITM) as an ancient comprehensive medical school, has a holistic viewpoint toward the human health [12,13]. IITM scholars believe that the essential facet of the human is related to his/her spiritual feature which has a determinant role to maintain and promote the human health [14]. Based on this advanced attitude, the fitness will not be achieved unless with a comprehensive attention to all spiritual and mental aspects of the patient along with the physical health [14-16]. We try to describe a brief story about the spirituality in IITM in comparison to the modern medicine.

Modern definition for spirituality

Although there is no single, universal definition for spirituality [1,4,17], it has been defined as being wide-ranging of philosophical, religious, spiritual, and existential subjects arising in the clinical situation which were based on the theological, empirical, and clinical literature [18,19]. The consensus definition is as follows [5,19]: “Spirituality is the aspect of humanity that refers to the way individuals seek and express meaning and purpose and the way they experience their connectedness to the moment, to self, to others, to nature, and to the significant or sacred.”

Traditionally, the meaning of spirituality has been attributed to a relation between the human and God. For example, according to Waaijman, spirituality is a process of re-formation which “aims to recover the original shape of man, the image of God. To accomplish this, the re-formation is oriented at a mold, which represents the original shape: in Judaism the Torah, in Christianity Christ, in
Buddhism Buddha, in the Islam Muhammad [20].” The spirituality in recent literature is confined to “what gives meaning to life and provides pleasure” [21,22], a definition which has been derived of Hedonism school according which the human pleasure is the most important intrinsic good and every person has right to do anything for achievement of his/her favorite pleasure [23,24]. Therefore, in modern current medicine, in contrast to IITM, spirituality differs with religiosity providing human pleasure even from secular ways. According to this view of point, spiritual care is limited to compassionate care, a medical service involving all aspects of patient such as emotional, spiritual, social, and physical [25]. In such a view, spiritual care is defined on focusing on patient and his/her relation with therapist. It ignores the spiritual state of therapist and/or health care provider and their interaction with God, a determinant aspect of spiritual medicine which has been emphasized by IITM scholars [26,27].

The spirit dignities in Islamic doctrine

According to IITM attitude, the human has been composed of integrating both immaterial and material aspects including spirit and body. This belief is derived from Islamic doctrine according which actual structure of the human is related to his/her spirit and spiritual aspect [8]. There is difference between spirit and soul based on religious resources [28]. For example Islamic word for soul is “Hayat” (Holy Ouran, 2:55, 3:2, 6:162, 77:26, 2:49, 2:164, ...) and Hebrew word for it is “nephesh” which mean literally “life” (Gen 1:20-24, Joshua 2:13, Exodus 21:23) [29]. It is commonly used for human, animal and all organisms. Moreover, “spirit” is referred to immaterial aspect of human and its equivalent word in the Hebrew is “ruach” (Num 16:22) while in Islamic resources two words of “Nafs” (Holy Ouran, 3:25, 3:30, 20:15, 5:32) and “Rouh” (Holy Ouran, 32:9, 15:29, 38:72) are apparently the best equivalent for this word [30,31]. Islamic philosophers believe that most mental properties like awareness, individual identity, eternal life, psychological disorders, free will, and etc. are related to the spirit (Nafs) and its relation to the body. The original part of the human is spirit. According to Islamic doctrine, the human will be paid obedience by the angels when the divine spirit is inspired in him [2]. The human spirit is eternal due to being immaterial and dominant on body. The actual life is specified to the futurity and some related to eternal heavenly life. All persons have three spirit dignities, commonly: the spirit of body (Rouh-ol-badan), the spirit of force (Rouh-ol-ghovah), and the spirit of lust (Rouh-o-shahvah). All corporeal needs like nutrition, sleep, and having sex are attributed to these common dignities which are also seen in the animal. The faithful people benefit from a forth spirit called the spirit of faith (Rouh-ol-Iman), while the prophets and virtuous people have a higher fifth dignity of the spirit called the innocence spirit (Rouh-ol-ghodos). We could attribute these five dignities of the spirit to the multiple degrees of the spirit including vegetal, animal, and human aspects [6]. Actually, the human has only a single spirit, and the mentioned dignities are considered in a longitudinal relation with this individual spirit which are sometimes mentioned as the “spirit forces” (Ghova-ye-Nafs) [8].

All spirit forces have some specific needs that cannot complied simultaneously. For example when you are deeply studying, you may forget the hunger. Accordingly, the art of spirituality is rise of the human from low animal dignity to high sublime dignities. Therefore, the spiritual health must be preferred than other aspects of the health.

On the other hand, the body and spirit could affect on each other; so corporal disorders can afflict the spirit, and vice versa. These interactions are so popular in medical literature, so a main body of the psychological research has been allocated to [11,33,34].

The therapist and spirituality

IITM scholars believe that all health-related behaviors of the human influence on his/her spirit more than affecting the body. Given the more significant role of the spirit in general fitness than the physical body, the spiritual health must be paid more attention than the body. Moreover, the therapist has a determinant role to prepare a proper spiritual condition for the patient. A therapist who does not have a good spiritual state could not be successful during the treatment process [14,35-41]. Also, as we mentioned, the high dignity of the spirit, according to Islamic doctrine, is attributed to the sincere faith in God. Therefore, without a faithful belief to God and its eternal infinite power and knowledge, how can a therapist have a good spiritual state to treat efficiently the patient?!

Accordingly, IITM describes a more advanced feature of the spirituality in medicine which is referred to the relation between the therapist and Lord. This advanced description leads to a comprehensive definition of the personalized medicine in which even for a specific patient and a definite therapist, the therapeutic outcome can be different in dissimilar spiritual situations.

In addition, therapists must be involved to promote their patients’ moral behaviors. IITM scholars accent on importance the moral interaction between therapist and patient. Therapist must speak patiently with his/her patient about the disease-related facts, including all therapeutic and health related behaviors. It must cover the spiritual sides of illness, so a physician should not neglect the patient’s spirit. In this case, most part of the treatment would be easily happened by attracting the patient’s confidence [40,42]. Studies have presented a significant portion of patients would like to hear their spiritual beliefs from their physicians [9,43-45].

The patient and spirituality

Rather than therapist, spirituality affects also the patient in both processes of treatment and recovery by reinforcement of his/her positive motivation and the efficacy of therapeutic methods. This facet of spirituality focuses to promote spiritual state of the patient to more non-materialistic heavenly dignities. According to Islamic doctrine, the trust to God is sufficient for
target achievement [46]. Of course, this trust won’t be perfect without the human efforts [47]. This confidence turns on the light of hope, brighter than the past, in the patient’s heart. It can also lead to a higher quality of life in patients with serious illnesses.

Many studies have indicated the efficacy of integrating religious and spiritual elements into treatment process [43-45]. For example in one study, Curyl and their colleagues opened a bright window into uncovering the efficacy of religion and spirituality on patients and showed that religion and spirituality had a potential positive effect on patients’ fitness [19]. Moreover, some studies demonstrated the reduced mortality among those patients attending frequently in worship services, compared to those with no attendance in worship services [48]. According to some studies on metastatic cancer patients, it was revealed there is more satisfaction with life, happier state, and reduced pain in patients with well religious and spiritual beliefs in comparison with others with poor spiritual views [20].

Islamic spirituality, an universal prescription

According to Holy Quran and Islamic resources, all heavenly religions have common principles due to single origin. The Lord says in Holy Quran: “Say, ‘O People (of) the Book! Come to a word equitable between us and between you - that not we worship except Allah, and not we associate partners with Him - anything and not take some of us (to) others (as) lords besides Allah.’ Then if they turn away, then say, "Bear witness that we (are) Muslims [49]."

On the other hand, In Islamic view all humans have Devine nature and are constitutionally considered Muslims [50]. Therefore, spirituality in IITM is not assigned to just Muslims and it includes all humans, regardless of their beliefs.

Summary

Although there is no universal consensus on a single definition for spirituality, IITM has presented an advanced comprehensive feature of spirituality according which both therapist or health care provider and patient has a determinant role. Based on Islamic doctrine, the original part of human is the spirit, and IITM scholars believe some heavenly dignities for human spirit in relation with Great Lord. The stronger linkage with God leads to higher spiritual state, both for therapist and patient. This spirituality promotes the efficacy of therapeutic methods and also well-being among patients. The fact about which there is a main body of research in modern current medicine. Moreover, an advanced facet of spirituality is also discussed in IITM according which the heavenly relation between therapist and great Lord influences on efficacy of treatment, so a single therapeutic method may have different efficacy in variable spiritual states. Given the existence of most comprehensive spirituality feature in IITM, apparently we can achieve to high level of spirituality health by paying attention to these advanced Islamic recommendations.
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